
The Languag
of Niceness
Our manner of speech is soft and safe,
but like a lullaby it frequently
puts us to sleep.

By Emma Rebecca Thomas

S
everal months ago I attended a stake con-
ference which kept everyone in the stake
murmuring nervously for weeks. A Church
leader had asked a newly converted black
woman to speak to us about missionary

~work. But as soon as she opened her
mouth, everyone started to fidget and pale. The
man beside me was so unnerved that his metal
folding chair sounded like it was doing a tap
dance on the cultural hall floor. The teenagers
and mothers of toddlers in the foyer stuck their
heads through the door in astonishment, while I
directed my eyes toward my feet for the duration.

For starters, the new sister kept embarrassing
us with a lot of talk about "Jeeeeesus," a being I
hadn’t heard about in a Mormon chapel since
Primary. Even then, it wasn’t "Jeeeeesus" my
teachers had described, but "Jesus." Since grow-
ing up and graduating from Primary, the object
of my worship has been "Christ," "the Lord,"
"the Savior," or "The Son of God." Hearing
another adult talk about him from the pulpit in
such a folksy, childlike way was a shock, like
hearing someone presumptuously calling a
stranger by his nickname. For young children
still in need of having an older brother very close
to them, this intimate term of endearment
seems acceptable. For an adult Mormon, though,
the name was too homey, too familiar~almost
too tender.

Another troubling aspect of the talk was its
intonation. There was a melody and definite
rhythm which, I knew from my many hours of
black-gospel radio listening, meant that at any
moment we were all supposed to clap our hands
and leap out of our chairs shouting "Hallelujah,
right on!" Since I’ve been programmed from my
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youth to sit stiffly in my seat during church
services, this not-so-subtle vocal prompting to
the contrary was most disturbing.

Perhaps because of my embarrassment, I lis-
tened to every word of the talk--something that
almost never happens to me in stake conference.
I strained my ear nervously to catch some trea-
sonous false doctrine slipping from the lips of
our newly converted Baptist sister. I scrutinized
every word and when she wound up her declara-
tion of joy at having found the true gospel of
Jeeeeesus, I looked gratefully at my husband and
breathed a little more easily. The woman had
nearly sent five hundred good-hearted folk run-
ning into the streets, in a frenzy of confusion,
but she had borne one of the most powerful
testimonies of the divinity of Christ that I had
ever heard. And there wasn’t a word of it that
wasn’t strictly orthodox. She hadn’t preached
any false doctrine; it only sounded that way.

I’ve been startled by other church talks which
were controversial, not because of their content,
but because of their style. I once participated in
planning a "New Beginnings" program for the
young women in my ward. While I did not know
the speaker the girls suggested, their enthusi-
asm for this woman was so great that I didn’t
hesitate to put her on the program. The woman
was dynamic in both her physical presence and
in her style of speech, and the girls eagerly
lapped up everything she said. The parents in
the room, however, began stirring nervously as
the fifty-year-old speaker talked earnestly about
experiencing a "high" traveling down the Colo-
rado River on a raft listening to the "tender
warblings of the canyon wren." The adults
found the whole mood too 1960s, too back-to-

the-earth, too much like something you’d read
on the front page of a Sierra Club calender. A
sigh of relief swelled the room when she finally
concluded her "spontaneous me" remarks by
telling the girls to get in touch with themselves
and with the Holy Spirit.

It’s obvious that we expect something specific
from a church context. We expect to hear our
own language spoken, with the appropriate
examples, titles, and references to authority. We
expect an int~onation of piety: a sentence that
starts out assertive and then trails off into what
sounds like the beginning of an apology but is
really an effort to seem humble. We expect to
hear the Supreme Being referred to as "our
Heavenly Father," not "my Father." Even too
frequent references to "God" can make a talk
sound foreign. We expect a distance between us
and the speaker: no embarrassing intimacies of
feeling, pleasemespecially from men. We do not
want to hear anything too strident. We do not
like "mellowspeak," intellectual allusions, or
"vision talk," the language of personal revela-
tion. And we do not like talk that uses liberal
political rhetoric of any kind.

What we want is talk as close to that of the
General Authorities as possible. Perhaps because
there are no sisters in the hierarchical ranks,
women have more latitude of expression in the
Church than men domthey can be more inti-
mate, more sentimental. Still, for both sexes,
our speech is constrained and compressed into a
set format.

There are a few General Authorities who do
not fit the mold: Hartman Rector, with his back-
woods Virginia preacher hominess; George P.
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Weexpect a
distance

between us and
the speaker: no

embarrassing
intimacies of

feeling,
please--

especially from
men.

Lee and Yoshihiko Kikuchi, non-wasP types with
their intimate, personal intensity of feeling that
makes them close to tears when they speak; Neal
Maxwell, with his alliterations and carefully
crafted verbal darts; and of course Bruce R.
McConkie, with his language of finality. As a
general rule, though, the talks we hear in gen-
eral conference are all similar. They’re chatty,
full of stories about people the speaker has met
in his travels, dripping with humility, but also
businesslike and straightforward. This is the
kind of talk that we are the most comfortable
with, the kind of talk that instantly sounds like
Truth to us.

There are several reasons for our uneasiness
with variations on this approach, and why we
squirm when unusual-sounding language creeps
into our meetings. First of all, a different way of
speaking frequently does mean a different thought.
Who is the "Holy Spirit" that our New Begin-
nings speaker’ mentioned throughout her talk?
Very probably, it is not the same being as the
Holy Ghost, a distinct member of the Godhead
with a body of spirit. The woman who made
reference to the "Holy Spirit" in her talk grew up
in the Church and is, I presume, familiar with
the Mormon concept of the Godhead. Yet she
chose to remain vague about which member she
was referring to. Was she speaking of Jehovah,
of the Father, of the Holy Ghost, or of some
godlike, life-giving substance found in all physi-
cal objects on earth?

Similarly, the "Jeeeeesus" spoken of by the
woman in stake conference is probably not quite
the same person as my "Savior." The very word
implies a being with different attributes. While
my formerly Baptist sister and I mean to suggest
the same individual when we use our different
names, the background that taught her to call
him "Jeeeeesus" has undoubtedly led her to dis-
cover different aspects of his personality than I
have.
And when Bruce R. McConkie stands before

us in general conference to verify that he’s an
Apostle of Jesus Christ, that’s a different senti-
ment than that expressed by other Apostles who
more obliquely say they know that the Church is
run by men chosen of God.

There are other reasons why we are skittish in
the face of the variations on our linguistic hab-
its. From the inception of the Church, the Saints
have been mortified at the thought of being
identified with the thousands of sects and fanat-
ics that crop up all of the time and which look,
from the outside at least, uncomfortably similar
to us. We are not Jesus freaks; hence an instant
repudiation of anything that sounds like born-
again mellowspeak punctuated with the word
"Jesus." We are not Protestants; hence an audible
murmur when someone talks about God’s grace.
We are not mindless fanatics; hence a raised eye-
brow in response to someone whose language is
too strident, too eager, too unrestrained. We are
not wild-eyed Utopians--at least not anymore;

hence our abhorrence for socialist or communist
political rhetoric. We want to impress main-
stream America with our acceptability and respect-
ability, consequently, we have easily adopted the
language of middle-American values as our
own. Business talk, government bureaucracy
talk, sports talk, and lightweight sociology talk
have all been easily assimilated into our jargon.

The biggest barrier to an acceptance of differ-
ent forms of speech, though, is our obsession
with the communal "we believe" as opposed to
the individual "I believe." A while back a girl in
one of my mutual classes raised her hand in
consternation after my brief explanation of the
marvelous Mormon notion that there’s a part of
every human being that wasn’t created by any-
body, but which has always existed. The girl had
never heard the idea before and was obviously
troubled by what I’d said. Her question to me
was, "Is that what you believe, or what we
believe?" I was pleased that she had taken the
effort to question what I’d said at all, but her
question revealed that she was already accutely
sensitive, as I was at her young age, that there is
an accepted body of doctrine in the Church and
that straying from its confines can have disas-
trous results. Also implicit in her question was
the notion that even if she hadn’t heard the
doctrine before, she already accepted it--not if it
were true, but if it were the communally held
belief.

Despite our lip service to the concept of per-
sonal revelation, we are leery of it and have no
use for individually initiated spiritual prompt-
ings on questions of doctrine. A spiritual mani-
festation is only valid if it verifies ’what a priest-
hood authority has already declared as the truth.
The quest for what "I believe" in and of itself is
almost viewed as a sin. What "I believe," unless
carefully directed by the brethren, is seen by
some as only the philosophies of men mingled
with scripture, the result of false intellectualism
and pride. It may be, therefore, that those who
seek to be faithful in all things carefully mimic
the standard approach in order to keep from
being too vain, too independent. It is the vain
and independent who become apostates.

This is apparently the major reason for our
nonassertive, "nice guy" manner of speech.
Constantly on guard lest we say anything that
could be construed as false doctrine or that could
lead away the tender-testimonied, we keep our
speech tight, constrained, as close to the accepted
version as possible. The socially sensitive child
or new convert feels our discomfort with vary-
ing forms of speech and eventually adopts the
party language. The socially insensitive who
don’t conform rarely get position:; of authority
and are not often asked to speak to us.

There are obvious advantages to holding tight
the verbal reins on ourselves and on each other.
To keep the Church a separate., identifiable
entity in the’ midst of a fragmented, pluralistic
society, there is a need to control ideas and to
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foster unity of thought and expression. We are
tighter than we need to be, though. For the sake
of protecting the integrity of Church doctrine,
we have paid an unnecessary price.

A few years ago when I lived in Idaho, there
was a sister in our ward who had just dissolved a
disastrous marriage to an alcoholic. Fortunately
for her, someone had referred her to a counselor
who was working miracles with her emotional
health. Every time I saw her, she looked more
and more radiant and finally on her strong
recommendation, her counselor was asked to
come and speak to the women in the ward on
homemaking night.

Even though we knew beforehand that the
man wasn’t a member of the Church, it was still
something of a shock when he walked through
the door. He was a tall, thin, good-looking black
man and his greeting revealed the strong accent
associated with the black community. Since
Idaho is not known for its huge black population,
his appearance in the Relief Society room was
quite an event.

The man was polished, though, and appar-
ently accustomed to looks of surprise from peo-
ple who expected something different in his
appearance. After a short introduction from our
sister, his client, he launched into his speech and
for two and a half hours mesmerized the group.
Only when the volunteers in the nursery started
clawing on the door to the tune of screaming
children did the sisters remember the necessity
of returning home to their families.

Our speaker had a gospel style of speech, fla-
vored with parapsychology lingo. He hit his
points hard, used some shocking examples, and
made frequent dramatic pauses. The women in
the room were initially suspicious of his elocu-
tion, but soon warmed up to it. Perhaps they felt
that since he wasn’t a Mormon male, they didn’t
have to be concerned if he didn’t sound like one.

The excitement generated by his presentation
was considerable. In essence, he said that women
are God’s children and that it is not a sin to
consider their own desires. Indeed, they have a
responsibility to love-and take care of them-
selves. When women constantly ignore them-
selves, other people, including their families,
respond to this cue and conclude that these
women and their ideas are insignificant.

The notion that you have to love yourself and
take care of your own needs before you can help
others has been expressed repeatedly by the
brethren. But the way our Relief Society speaker
outlined that idea was so bold, and more impor-
tantly, so specific to women that it gripped our
newly divorced sister and the other women in
the ward profoundly. They’d heard the message
before, but it took hearing it in a stark, new-
sounding, detailed way to make many of them
react to it. For months afterwards, reference to
that Relief Society speaker returned again and
again in our conversation. For my part, it’s the
only homemaking meeting I can remember

attending in Idaho.
Since we rarely get the opportunity to hea,

things in new or dramatic ways, months can go
by without a glimmer of insight carried with us
beyond the chapel doors. Our language of nice-
ness is soft and safe, but like a lullaby, it fre-
quently puts usMespecially our youthmto sleep.
People get bored and finally feel alienated from
.talk and ideas that are perpetually the same and
which begin to have less and less apparent inter-
play with the massive changes that are taking
place in society and in the Church.

I am not suggesting that we pepper our speech
with mere attention-getters (or, as they are
called in my husband’s priests study course
"items for arousing attention"). I will never
forget the disgust I felt when a Gospel Doctrine
teaclqer once falsely told those of us in her class
that a glass object on the table was something
originally belonging to the Prophet Joseph Smith
and then intentionally knocked it onto the floor,
shattering it. I don’t know what gospel principle
she was trying to illustrate with this little scene,
but when I found out the thing was only bric-a-
brac from Grand Central, I was furious with her
for duping me.

Nor will I forget a scene related to me by a
friend who was the victim of imaginative atten-
tion arousal. It was a hot Idaho summer after-
noon and the high councilor had rendered the
congregation unconscious with boredom. It was
now a young returned missionary’s turn to
speak and in an effort to attract attention, he
stood at the podium before the dead masses and
at the top of his lungs yelled "FIRE!" My friend,
who had succumbed to a deep state of slumber
during the previous speech, was instantly
alarmed by this terrible cry and leaped to her
feet with a loud shriek of "Oh my God!" as she
ran hysterical from the chapel. Although this
story has been a source of amusement at almost
every party where I’ve related it since I heard it,
the speaker’s ploy did nothing to further the
purpose of the sacrament meeting in question. I
see no need for fostering that kind of false
excitement in our lessons and speeches.

What we do need are fresh phrases, fresh
expressions of our beliefs. Our public pronounce-
ments need to push into more verbally rich terri-
tory. Intimate one-on-one conversations with
dedicated Saints reveals to me a texture and
variety of expression and thought that doesn’t
require gimmicks and libraries full of visual aids
to be tapped. We have only to unleash the
abundant diversity in our backgrounds and indi-
vidual ideas to turn stale-sounding beliefs into
the refreshing insights that should characterize
the Restoration.
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had nearly sent
five hundred
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she had borne
a powerful
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